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- Complaint dismissed
- Violation to RA for investigation → Prospective respondent interviewed
- Informal settlement → No agreement reached
  - Charges prepared
  - Serious
    - Respondent elects External process
    - External* (Hearing Officer)
      - Guilty → Appeal to University Judicial Board → Appeal to President
      - Acquittal
  - Simple
    - Dean’s Discipline / Supervisor
      - Guilty → Appeal to Dean
      - Acquittal

- Rules as stated in Statutes
- Rules as implemented

* Last used in 1993
Simple Violations
1. Conduct that places another in danger
3. Words threatening bodily harm where there is clear danger of such harm.
5. Conduct causing minor property damage or endangering CU property
7. Brief interference with use of a CU facility, without substantial disruption of a CU function.
10. Entrance to a private office without authorization.
12. Noise hindering others in normal CU activities.
13. Brief interruption of a CU function
18. Disobedience of a delegate’s orders to regulate a demonstration.
19. Failure to disperse upon a delegate’s order after reasonable efforts.
21. Aiding or abetting others in simple violations.

Sanctions:
Disciplinary warning
Censure (a longer-lasting warning)
Et cetera

Serious Violations
2. Conduct causing physical violence to someone.
4. Words inciting others to violate (2) and (6).
6. Damage to books, scholarly material, or property belonging to CU or to someone else in a CU facility, causing substantial loss.
8. Longer than brief interference with use of a CU facility, disrupting a CU function.
9. Unauthorized occupation of a CU facility after it has been closed.
11. Occupation of a private office for one’s own purposes.
14. Disrupts a CU function, or renders its continuation impossible.
15. Illicit use of (or threat to use) firearms or other dangerous weapons.
16. Failure to self-identify upon a delegate’s request.
17. Other obstruction of a delegate’s discharge of official responsibilities under the Rules.
20. Failure to disperse upon a delegate’s order after notice from the delegate that serious violations have been committed

Sanctions:
Censure
Suspension
Dismissal.